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We recognise our diverse portfolio of award-winning brands are only 
as good as the people who create them. So we’re committed to 
ensuring our teams are populated by the very best talent — 
regardless of gender.

Everything we do is underpinned by our values, chief among which is 
integrity. We are committed to fostering talent, equality and diversity in all 
areas of our company — it’s good business as well as the right thing to do.

We’ve worked hard to create a culture of inclusion, development and 
reward which allows all our people to thrive. We know there is more
we can do — and we’re committed to continuing this work.

 Committed to equality

Kevin Costello
Chief executive,
Haymarket 
Media Group

Celia MacMillan
Director of HR,
Haymarket
Media Group



What is a gender pay gap and how is it calculated?
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The median gender 
pay gap reflects the 

percentage difference in 
pay between the middle 

person in a ranking of 
highest to lowest paid 

women and men, 
respectively.

The mean gender pay gap 
looks at the average 

percentage difference in 
hourly pay of the women at 

Haymarket in the UK as 
compared with the men.

The gender pay gap is a measure of UK labour market or workplace disadvantage, expressed in terms of 
a comparison between men’s and women’s average hourly rates of pay (total earnings) and bonus. It is 
worth noting our statistics refer to the earnings of our UK-based workers for the 12-month period ending 
April 2017. This is different from equal pay, which looks at the difference in pay between a man and a 
woman performing roles of equal value.

% difference



Definitions:
Pay = Salary, bonuses, commission and allowances received, less pension salary sacrifice, pro-rated for contracted hours
Bonus = Payments in twelve months to 5 April 2017 defined as bonus & commission
Receiving Bonuses = Percentage of workers receiving bonus or commission in year, as a total of each gender
Quartile = Employees ranked by hourly rate (lowest to highest), split into four groups

Our results...

OUR MEAN GENDER PAY GAP BY QUARTILE IS :
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HAYMARKET’S UK POPULATION IS 848
THERE ARE 212 PEOPLE IN EACH OF THE FOUR QUARTILES.

OUR UK WORKFORCE IS 
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What do our results mean?

As with many organisations, our gender pay and 
bonus gaps are not due to inequality in 
remuneration. When this data was collected (to April 
2017) we had fewer women working in certain 
higher-paid roles, including senior leadership and 
technology, in the UK business. 

At a Group level we run a lean team whose target 
earnings are based on our global performance. These 
roles are currently held by men and their bonus earnings 
have inevitably skewed our results.  We have recognised 
this for some time and have been actively addressing it.
We don’t think the answer is positive discrimination. 
Instead, we focus on creating opportunities within our 
business for our people to progress and develop 
regardless of gender. We believe we have a good record 
in developing senior female leaders — and we intend to 
continue to find ways for women to achieve their 
potential in our company.

“When lack of talent is the 
number one challenge for most 
CTOs, I’m delighted Haymarket 
is committed to creating great 

careers for women in tech.”
Richard Harding

CTO, Haymarket Media Group



How are we working towards 
closing the gap?
While this report is focused on gender, 
our inclusion agenda is broader.

We’re committed to maintaining a culture 
where our people fully represent the 
audiences and communities they serve, 
and where diversity is celebrated. We’re 
creating a Diversity and Inclusion forum to 
ensure inclusion is business as usual for us.



Our three areas of focus

We’re committed to monitoring and addressing gender 
balance across all functions, with a focus on leadership and 
technology roles, where we know we can improve.

We’re committed to ensuring fair and inclusive recruitment 
practices, including unconscious bias training and a review of 
our attraction and selection methodology.

We’re committed to investment in our Skills Academy. We’re 
a founding partner of the Richmond Education and 
Enterprise Campus (REEC) along with London Borough of 
Richmond upon Thames, Richmond College, Waldegrave 
School and Harlequins.  We’re developing a future talent 
pipeline, playing a key role influencing and supporting the 
curriculum, particularly in the technology space.

We’re committed to building our reputation as an employer 
of choice for women through targeted PR, external speaking 
platforms and participation in women in technology events.

“We’re a creative business.
And creativity is gender—neutral.”

Issie Peate
Director, Haymarket Network

Talent attraction: 



We’re committed to equipping and 
empowering our leaders to create an 
everyday culture of inclusion. 

We’re committed to introducing inclusion
as a leadership behaviour: rewarding and 
measuring performance against it. 

We’re committed to driving accountability 
through KPIs and reporting. What we do 
matters more than what we say — and that
will be evident in our decision-making.

“Our leadership teams are stronger
and more effective because they

are diverse and inclusive.”
Rachael Prasher

MD, Haymarket Automotive

Leadership



We’re committed to maintaining an open 
culture which supports equality and the 
attraction and retention of a diverse workforce. 

We’re committed to maintaining smart working 
practices with flexible working hours and agile 
technology designed to meet individual needs 
and preferences. We measure performance on 
output, not hours logged. 

We’re committed to championing the 
professional development of our female
talent — particularly in leadership and 
technology roles — through targeted talent 
management, mentoring, coaching and
return-to-work programmes.

“Over the past 20 years, Haymarket has 
offered me amazing opportunities to 
progress — as well as the flexibility to

ensure I can balance work and home.”
Donna Murphy

Deputy MD, Haymarket Business Media

Culture
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